Drains for Hurricanes

A large array of simple floating “drains” might knock the wind out of dangerous hurricanes

One of the consequences of global warming is that more
energy is available in the ocean and the atmosphere to produce
weather. Climate models generally project that as the climate
warms, precipitation will also rise. It already appears likely that
hurricane and tropical cyclone activity have increased since
the 1970s. Further warming is widely expected by climatologists to lead to more intense hurricanes and typhoons that
generate faster winds and more rain [IPCC 2007].
Whether severe cyclonic storms intensify or not, the
economic and humanitarian toll they exact is already huge,
and it seems certain to continue increasing along with the
growing number of residents and buildings in coastal zones.
Over the past 20 years, hurricanes have reportedly imposed
half of all insured U.S. losses [Loney 2009]. Six of the 10
costliest hurricanes to hit the United States have struck since
2004 (see table 1).
Cyclonic storms draw their power primarily from warm water near the surface of the ocean over which the storm develops
and travels. Hurricanes require waters that are 26 °C (80 °F) or
warmer to form [Landsea 2007]. Generally speaking, the more
heat in the water—that is, the greater the temperature and the
deeper the warm surface layer extends—the more intense a
hurricane passing over that region is likely to become.
Over the years, many ideas have been advanced for technological approaches to weaken or dissipate hurricanes that
threaten major population centers. So far these ideas have
generally been considered impractical [Landsea 2007], in
most cases because they are simply inadequate to address the
phenomenal power packed into cyclonic storms, which is measured in the trillions of watts [Emmanuel 1998].
Intellectual Ventures inventors, including wave energy
expert Stephen H. Salter, an emeritus professor at the University of Edinburgh, have recently applied for patents on a new
approach that may offer a more feasible and affordable way
to drain energy from hurricanes and typhoons. The system
would not prevent hurricanes from making landfall, and it
would probably need to be deployed for most of the year, not
just when a storm is imminent. But preliminary calculations
suggest that it could reduce the strength of cyclonic storms
substantially, perhaps weakening a category five hurricane to a
category four or three—and thus preventing billions of dollars
in damage and saving many lives.
© 2009 Intellectual Ventures. All rights reserved.

HURRICANE ALLEY is a strip within the Atlantic Ocean where sea surface
temperatures reach 28 °C (82 °F) or higher in late spring and summer (shown
in orange for May 2003). The region that fuels tropical storms and hurricanes
shifts from year to year but consistently stretches from east Africa to the
Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.
credit: NASA

TABLE 1. The 10 Costliest Hurricanes to Hit the U.S.
Hurricane (year)

Deaths

Estimated damage to U.S. property
(billions of 2008 dollars†)

Katrina (2005)

>1,500

91.9

Andrew (1992)

26

44.3

Wilma (2005)

22

23.4

Ike (2008)

103

19.3

Charley (2004)

15

18.1

Ivan (2004)

92

17.1

Hugo (1989)

5

14.8‡

Rita (2005)

7

12.8

Agnes (1972)

129

11.6

Betsy (1965)

3

10.9

Adjusted for inflation using a GDP deflator
‡
Includes damage to the U.S. Virgin Islands
Sources: National Hurricane Center, NHC
†
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The system would work by cooling the sea surface in one
or more key regions of “hurricane alley,” the warm corridor in
the Atlantic Ocean through which the most damaging storms
typically pass. (A similar corridor exists in the western Pacific
Ocean, and the same principles apply there.) The system need
not cool the upper ocean by much to succeed. A drop in the
temperature of the warm layer by as little as 1–2 °C would be
expected to drain significant power from an oncoming storm,
lowering peak wind speeds and storm surge heights.

The Salter Sink
The invention, which we refer to as a Salter Sink, cools surface waters by mixing them with cooler layers of the ocean at
depth. This general approach is not a new idea: a company
named Atmocean (not affiliated with I.V.) has fielded prototype versions of a system that would use wave-driven pumps
to lift deep, cool waters up to the surface, as a way to improve
ocean fertility and CO₂ absorption.
A Salter Sink works by sinking hot water, rather than lifting
cold water. Like a siphon, it exploits gravity to create a “drain”
through which warm surface water flows. The figures on the
next page illustrate the basic idea. A large, buoyant ring is
attached to a long, skirtlike tube whose bottom opens in the
cooler depths of the ocean. Ocean swells overtopping the ring
will periodically fill it with warm surface water. Because the
water in the ring is above sea level, the force of gravity will
drive water out of the bottom of the tube. (The weight of the
dammed water easily exceeds the buoyancy created by the
temperature difference at the tube outlet.)
Over time, the tube will fill with warm surface water, so
that the flow will force the hot water to mix with cooler layers
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TRACKS OF CYLCONIC STORMS from 1985 through 2005 reveal that the

most intense storms (shown in orange and red) that make landfall over
densely populated areas tend to pass over relatively consistent parts of
the ocean, where surface waters are warmest.

of the ocean below. Although some of the warm water exiting
the bottom of the tube will rise directly back to the surface, our
preliminary modeling suggests that enough mixing will take
place to cause the surface of the ocean around the sink to cool.
Experiments are needed to confirm this finding.
The Salter Sink has several advantages over previous ideas
for suppressing hurricanes. It could work at a wide range of
scales, from 10 meters in diameter to as large as 100 meters
across. Salter Sinks of even moderate size appear, in principle,
to be able to remove surface heat at gigawatt rates [Salter
2009b]. And because a Salter Sink contains no moving parts
and is powered solely by gravity, it should be comparatively
easy and inexpensive to fabricate, deploy, and maintain.
Low cost and ease of deployment and retrieval are crucial
because of the unpredictability and tremendous power of
cyclonic storms. Thousands of Salter Sinks might have to be
deployed in a regular spacing, with perhaps three kilometers
separating each sink, in order to cover the wide swathes of
ocean necessary to protect major cities on the Gulf Coast of
the U.S. against the worst effects of hurricanes. To be effective,
the sinks would most likely need to be put out to sea months
before hurricane season begins and retrieved shortly before
major storms arrive. The hope is that by that time they will
have accomplished their task.
A great many questions still remain to be answered about
the practicality of this invention. One key issue has to do with
subsurface currents, which in some areas of the ocean create strong shear forces that would deform the tube of a Salter
Sink or even tear it apart. Another question we are exploring,

SALTER SINK harnesses waves and gravity to cool the surface of the ocean
enough to weaken a passing hurricane. (a) A ring 80–100 meters across floats
on an assembly of discarded tires, lashed together and filled with a bouyant
substance, such as foamed concrete. (b) The surface of the ring rises a meter
or so above the sea level. Ocean swells passing over the structure fill it with
warm surface water.

through simulation and laboratory experiments, is just how efficiently Salter Sinks of various sizes would cool the surrounding warm layer of surface water.
As with other geoengineering technologies, there is also the
difficult question of who would pay for construction, deployment, and maintenance of a coastal protection system. Tsunami warning systems, already widely used in coastal zones, offer
one possible model. Although a system to suppress hurricanes
would likely be far more complex and expensive, it would also
offer greater and more frequent protection.
A third class of questions surround the possible environmental effects of increased mixing between surface waters and
midwaters. Some of these effects may be beneficial to marine
life by increasing nutrient levels and improving oxygen concentrations in the water [Salter 2009a]. Increased mixing might
also accelerate CO₂ uptake by the ocean [Salter 2009b]. But
more research is needed to understand whether the sinks could
cause harmful effects as well.
As with its other geoengineering inventions such as the
Stratospheric Shield, Intellectual Ventures does not advocate immediate construction or deployment of Salter Sinks.
Indeed, I.V. sees no immediate business model to support
development of this technology. Our hope in publicizing the
invention is to suggest that practical defenses against at least
some catastrophic storms may be possible, and to encourage
more systematic research and invention in this area. Moderatesize prototypes of the Salter Sink, for example, should be
straightforward to construct and would allow us to answer a
great many questions by direct observation.
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(c) A skirtlike tube connected to the inside of the ring extends down 50–300
meters to the cooler water below (blue). Gradually the tube fills with warm
water (orange), which drains out the bottom. The tube has a tapered profile
to accelerate the velocity of the flow and to improve mixing of the warm
exhaust water with the colder water at depth.
credit: David Fierstein
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COMPUTER MODEL of a Salter Sink has been constructed by I.V. and its collaborators. Preliminary results indicate that the sink would cool the sea surface.
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Another important question we have begun to investigate is
whether a Salter Sink can remove
heat fast enough from the
20
sea surface—that is, whether it has enough thermal power—
to have a pronounced, albeit
local, cooling effect. We begin by
15
estimating the rate at which the sink captures water. For this
study we focused on a sink having one-way valves in the upper
wall of the tube as a way to10
admit more water than overtopping
alone would provide [Salter 2009b].
As waves flow over a sink,5 the water capture rate will vary as
a function of the diameter of the sink, the amplitude and period
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Warm surface water could enter a Salter Sink by overtopping
waves, through one-way valves in the upper side wall, or both
ways [Salter 2009a, 2009b]. Adding valves would add complexity and thus cost to the design, so we have begun exploring
whether overtopping alone could be adequate, at least in some
locations, to supply enough flow through the sink.
To answer this question, we first need to know how far the
rim of the sink must rise above the sea surface to produce the
gravitational force necessary to push warm water out the bottom. The necessary freeboard height depends in turn on the
temperature difference between the warm water at the surface
and the cooler water at the deep end of the tube. Cooler water
is denser than warm water, so it will exert upward pressure on
the warm water inside the tube. The weight of the volume of
water trapped above sea level in the sink must exceed that pressure to sustain a downward flow.
The figure at right plots temperature-depth curves for four
sets of empirical observations, including three made in or near
the tracks followed by two major Atlantic hurricanes. The data
indicate that in this region of the ocean, water temperatures
typically drop rapidly from 26 – 29 °C at the surface to about
10 °C at roughly 200 meters depth and then decline gradually.
A straightforward calculation, which assumes that the
water has constant salinity of 35 p.s.u. and follows the seawater
equation of state, shows that a Salter Sink extending down to
a depth of 200 meters must35be able to capture and hold water
0.25 to 0.30 meters above the local mean sea level. This is an
encouraging result, because30waves exceeding 30 centimeters in
height are common throughout Hurricane Alley.
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of the waves, and the depth of the valve wall. To estimate the
water capture rate, we make use a volume transfer coefficient,
which normalizes the volume of water trapped per unit time,
unit of wave amplitude, and unit of sink diameter. The volume
transfer coefficient Qtc is plotted at right for a sample of wave
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VOLUME TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (Q tc) of a Salter Sink depends on several
variables, including the period of incoming waves and the depth below sea
surface to which one-way valves extend on the side of the tube.

TABLE 2. Numerical Parameters for Estimating
the Thermal Power of a Salter Sink
Parameter

Symbol

Units

Value

sink diameter

D

m

90

volume transfer coefficient

Qtc

m³/(s ∙ m²)

2.83

water surface height

H(t)

m

not shown

freeboard height

∆H

m

0.24

water losses

Hloss

m

0.02

density of seawater

ρ

km/m³

1,022

temperature difference

∆T

°C

10

specific heat of seawater

Cp

J/(kg ∙ °C)

3,990

10¹⁰

Thermal power (watts)

periods over a range of valve wall depths. From this chart, we
selected 2.83 m³/s as a typical value of Qtc for a sink with oneway valves in the uppermost 20 meters of the tube.
The overall water capture rate for the device is then
Q(t) = Qtc × D × max(0, H(t) − ∆H − Hloss),
where H(t) is the wave height in meters as a function of time,
∆H is the required head (estimated above at 0.25 – 0.3 m), and
Hloss is an estimate of water losses due to inefficiencies in the
wave capture system.
For the purposes of estimating the order of magnitude of
the sink thermal power, we assume that the surface water would
be 10 °C warmer than the water at the bottom of the sink. The
volume of water moving through the sink is converted to mass
by multiplying by ρ, the density of seawater, and is then converted to thermal power by multiplying kilograms of seawater
transported by ∆T and Cp, the specific heat of seawater. Numerical values for the parameters involved are listed in table 2.
We thus conclude that a Salter Sink would sink heat energy
at a rate of
P(t) = Q(t) × Cp × ∆T.
We obtained an estimate for H(t) from a synthetic, but
spectrally accurate, data series constructed by performing
inverse Fourier transformation on the hourly Fourier coefficients recorded for the year 2005 by the National Data Buoy
Center for buoy #42001, which is located 333 kilometers
south of the Mississippi River outlet into the Gulf of Mexico. A
96-hour moving average of P(t) calculated using this series is
shown at right for the year 2005.
These calculations suggest that a large Salter Sink 90 meters
in diameter, covering 6,360 m² of ocean surface, appears
capable of a thermal pumping rate on the order of 10 gigawatts
for much of the year. This rate is roughly equivalent to the
solar heating power received by 41 million square meters of
ocean in the Gulf of Mexico, where insolation is typically on
the order of 240 W/m².
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TEN GIGAWATTS of thermal power might flow through a large Salter Sink
deployed for most of the year in the Gulf of Mexico. Wave heights—and thus
the power available—subside in the late summer, at the onset of hurricane
season. To suppress hurricanes, a large array of sinks would have to keep
sea surface temperatures lower in the spring and early summer than they
otherwise would be.
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